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"Jeffrey Pfeffer and Robert Sutton, identify the causes of the knowing-doing
gap and explain how to close it."--Jacket.
Open a door Follow a trail And before you forget, look up The knowing book
is a celebration of our world, of all that you know, and of all that you
will discover. Savor the journey.
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A witty attack on the illusion that the self is a separate ego that
confronts a universe of alien physical objects.
Jesse Cooper was an honor-roll student who loved to windsurf and write
poetry. He also had severe cerebral palsy and was quadriplegic, unable to
speak, and wracked by seizures. He died suddenly at age seventeen. In
fiercely honest, surprisingly funny, and sometimes heartbreaking prose,
Jesse’s mother, Marianne Leone, chronicles her transformation by the
remarkable life and untimely death of her child. An unforgettable memoir of
joy, grief, and triumph, Knowing Jesse unlocks the secret of unconditional
love and speaks to all families who strive to do right by their children.
From ancient Taoist sages and Sufi mystics to Christian contemplatives and
contemporary Zen masters, Seeing, Knowing, Being explores the profound truth
behind all the world’s mystic traditions: Living a spiritual life has
nothing to do with fixing ourselves. It is simply a matter of awakening to
what we already are. The real work of self-discovery-and the answer to our
suffering, emptiness, and loss of meaning-is learning to see in a different
way. “The mystical adventure is all in the seeing, says John Greer. “From
departure to arrival, nothing changes but our eyes. But the process isn’t
that simple. In this all-embracing work that is destined to become a
classic, Greer artfully traces the steps and stages of the delicate process
of awakening. He shows how we can move from society’s hand-me-down version
of reality to the wonder of our true nature-from conceptual, habitual
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patterns of thinking to knowing the truth by being. Like a master artist who
captures an image and stirs something deep inside of us, Greer also
highlights nearly one hundred evocative metaphors, as varied and colorful as
the sages themselves, to kindle your imagination and spark your intuition-to
shift your perspective and shake you into an awareness that no amount of
explanation can. What Greer shows, with great wisdom and compassion, is that
when you put aside the map of the mind, you can follow the compass of your
heart. You can move through the details of life-going to work, raising a
family, throwing out the garbage-and still experience the wonders and
oneness of life with deep reverence, gratitude, and joy. “Books often
describe journeys. Seeing, Knowing, Being actually takes you on one. . . . A
profound expedition into the true nature of life. -MATTHEW FLICKSTEIN,
author and producer of the award-winning film With One Voice
Samara is one of the Knowing, and the Knowing do not forget. Hidden deep in
the comfort and splendor of her underground city, a refuge from the menace
of a coming Earth, Samara learns what she should have never known and
creates a memory so terrible she cannot live with it. So she flees, to
Canaan, the lost city of her ancestors, to Forget. Beckett has flown through
the stars to find a dream: Canaan, the most infamous social experiment of
Earth's antiquity. Beckett finds Samara in the ruins of the lost city, and
uncovers so much more than he ever bargained for -- a challenge to all he's
ever believed in or sworn to. When planets collide and memories clash, can
Samara and Beckett save two worlds, and remember love in a place that has
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forgotten it? At once thought-provoking and utterly thrilling, this
extraordinary companion novel to Sharon Cameron's #1 New York Times
bestselling The Forgetting explores the truth and loss that lie within
memory, and the bonds that hold us together.
A contemporary, wide-ranging exploration of one of the most provocative
topics currently under psychoanalytic investigation: the relationship of
dissociation to varieties of knowing and unknowing. The twenty-eight essays
collected here invite readers to reflect upon the ways the mind is
structured around and through knowing, not-knowing, and sort-of-knowing or
uncertainty. The authors explore the ramifications of being up against the
limits of what they can know as through their clinical practice, and
theoretical considerations, they simultaneously attempt to open up psychic
and physical experience. How, they ask, do we tolerate ambiguity and blind
spots as we try to know? And how do we make all of this useful to our
patients and ourselves? The authors approach these and similar
epistemological questions through an impressively wide variety of clinical
dilemmas (e.g., the impact of new technologies upon the analytic dyad) and
theoretical specialties (e.g., neurobiology).
The central idea of this book is very simple. The whole process of knowing
yourself is the discovery of what is false. When we discover what is false,
the intelligent thing to do is discard it. Self-discovery is the great
adventure of consciousness on earth, and your guide, Barry Long, is a surePage 4/21
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footed master of the way.
In order to thrive in these worrying times, this fascinating book proposes
we head, uncomfortably, towards the unknown, rather than away from it. By
developing a unique relationship with Not Knowing we discover a new way of
living, working and succeeding in our modern world. This book re-frames the
concept of Not Knowing, from being in a fearful place of weakness and
ignorance, moving to something we must engage with personally. It introduces
us to a new paradigm, where Not Knowing becomes an exciting opportunity,
where we are no longer limited by what we already know and our habitual
reactions to things that life throws at us, so that deeper knowing can
emerge, full of rich possibilities and wisdom. Learn: Why your hard-won
knowledge may be holding you back. How to recognise when you are entering
your real learning zone. Lessons from people who thrive in the unknown.
Powerful ideas that will help you experience joy and possibility, rather
than uncertainty and worry. [http://www.amazon.co.uk/].
Contemporary esoteric systems almost always play on the desire of mankind to
seek or acquire knowledge. All but universally neglected in such systems are
the - often unrecognized - barriers which prevent knowledge and
understanding. Before learning can take place, certain conditions and basic
factors must be in place; in the individual or the group. Building on the
foundations laid in Learning How to Learn and The Commanding Self, Idries
Shah in Knowing How to Know illuminates those factors. Like an ultra-violet
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light shone onto the petals of flowers, it reveals concealed patterns,
normally invisible to our customary modes of thought.
It is hard to think of an area of Christian theology that provides more
scope for interdisciplinary conversation than the doctrine of creation. This
doctrine not only invites reflection on an intellectual concept: it calls
for contemplation of the endlessly complex, dynamic, and fascinating world
that human being inhabit. But the possibilities for wide-ranging discussion
are such that scholars sometimes end up talking past one another. Productive
conversation requires mutual understanding of insights across disciplinary
boundaries. Knowing Creation offers an essential resource for helping
scholars from a range of fields to appreciate one another's concerns and
perspectives. In so doing, it offers an important step forward in
establishing a mutually-enriching dialogue that addresses, amongst others,
the following key questions: Who is the God who creates? Why does God
create? What is "creation"? What does it mean to recognize that a theology
of creation speaks of a natural world that is subject to the observation of
the natural sciences? What does it mean to talk about both a "natural" order
and a "created" order? What are the major tensions that have arisen between
the natural sciences and Christian thinking historically, and why? How can
we move beyond such tensions to a positive and constructive conversation,
while also avoiding facile notions such as a "god of the gaps"? Is it
feasible for a natural scientist to maintain a belief in God's continuing
creative activity? In what ways might a naturalistic understanding of the
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natural world be said to be limited? How can biblical studies, theology,
philosophy, history, and science talk better together about these questions?
At a time when the doctrine of creation - and even a mention of "creation" has been disparaged due to its supposed associations with anti-scientific
dogma, and theological offerings sometimes risk appearing a little more than
reactionary exercises in naive apologetics, ill-informed by science or
distinctly wary of engagement with it, it is more important than ever to
offer a cross-disciplinary resource that can voice a positive account of a
Christian theology of creation, and do so as a genuinely broad-ranging
conversation about science and faith. Contributors to Knowing Creation
include Marilyn McCord Adams, Denis Alexander, Susan Eastman, C. Stephen
Evans, Peter van Inwagen, Christoph Schwobel, John H. Walton, Francis
Watson, and more. X
This book is the first complete survey and critical appraisal of the large
body of research that has appeared during approximately the last decade
concerning the analysis of knowing. Robert K. Shope pays special attention
to the social aspects of knowing and proposes a new formulation of the
fundamental structure of the Gettier problem. Originally published in 1983.
The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to
again make available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished
backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original
texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback
and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to
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vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands
of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.
In Knowing the Score, philosopher David Papineau uses sports to illuminate
some of modern philosophy's most perplexing questions. As Papineau
demonstrates, the study of sports clarifies, challenges, and sometimes
confuses crucial issues in philosophy. The tactics of road bicycle racing
shed new light on questions of altruism, while sporting family dynasties
reorient the nature v. nurture debate. Why do sports competitors choke? Why
do fans think God will favor their team over their rivals? How can it be
moral to deceive the umpire by framing a pitch? From all of these questions,
and many more, philosophy has a great deal to learn. An entertaining and
erudite book that ranges far and wide through the sporting world, Knowing
the Score is perfect reading for armchair philosophers and Monday morning
quarterbacks alike.
A powerful exploration of diverse world views long ignored by the Western
world that suggests possible solutions to the environmental and social
problems that face us in the next millennium. Our civilization is in crisis.
Overpopulation and overconsumption have jeopardized our survival and the
great promises of technology have resulted in environmental disaster. This
situation, says author John Broomfield, results from the serious error the
Western world makes in equating one way of knowing with all ways of
knowing--mistaking a thin slice of reality for the whole. Broomfield argues
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that the necessary wisdom to chart a new course is available to us from many
sources: the sacred traditions of our ancestors; the spiritual traditions of
other cultures; spirit in nature; feminine ways of being; contemporary
movements for personal, social, and ecological transformation; and the very
source of our current crisis, science itself. Other Ways of Knowing shows us
the wisdom of other cultures who may hold the knowledge necessary to arrest
our headlong race toward destruction. From the ancient Polynesian
navigational technique of remote viewing to the formative causation theory
of Rupert Sheldrake, Other Ways of Knowing examines perceptions and
practices that challenge the narrow perspective of the Western world and
provide answers to the complex questions that face us as we move into the
next millennium.
What isn't written, isn't remembered. Even your crimes. Nadia lives in the
city of Canaan, where life is safe and structured, hemmed in by white stone
walls and no memory of what came before. But every twelve years the city
descends into the bloody chaos of the Forgetting, a day of no remorse, when
each person's memories -- of parents, children, love, life, and self -- are
lost. Unless they have been written. In Canaan, your book is your truth and
your identity, and Nadia knows exactly who hasn't written the truth. Because
Nadia is the only person in Canaan who has never forgotten. But when Nadia
begins to use her memories to solve the mysteries of Canaan, she discovers
truths about herself and Gray, the handsome glassblower, that will change
her world forever. As the anarchy of the Forgetting approaches, Nadia and
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Gray must stop an unseen enemy that threatens both their city and their own
existence -- before the people can forget the truth. And before Gray can
forget her.
This major new work of channeled literature shows readers how to develop
their own intuitive abilities and continues the program of self-development
begun in Paul Selig's popular previous book, I Am the Word. In this bold,
bracing, and tremendously practical new work of spiritual psychology, author
and medium Paul Selig takes the channeled teachings begun in his acclaimed I
Am the Word into dramatic new territory. In this fresh revelation, the
invisible teachers who speak through Selig actually instruct readers on how
to develop their own powers of intuition, clairvoyance, and inner knowing.
The Book of Love and Creation simultaneously helps readers develop as
spiritual beings within, while growing into increasingly capable, resilient,
and confident individuals amid the demands of outer life. Filled with
meditations, exercises, psychological insights, and affirmations, The Book
of Love and Creation immediately produces change in the life of every
dedicated person who approaches it. Perfect for returning readers and
newcomers alike, the book is an extraordinary experience in a new body of
channeled wisdom that is attracting readers across the world.
Get close to the heart of God. Understanding God's heart is the key to
understanding life. For, it is his heart that designed redemption through
Jesus. From his heart sprang the beauty of world, the wonder of the
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universe, the creativity of all humankind, and a specific love for you. His
heart is the blueprint of all human hearts, and knowing his heart reveals
the origin of goodness and bounty he endowed to us. In Knowing the Heart of
God, 365 entries will take you closer to our vastly amazing and tenderly
intimate God. You will encounter a daily installment of encouragement and
insight, guidance and wisdom to: Understand the heart of God and your own
heart Discover the purpose of your heart's deep desires Unravel the dynamics
between parents and children, husbands and wives Fight the spiritual battle
for your heart Connect intimately with the Father each day And much, much
more God longs for you to know his heart, to tap into his love and plans for
you. He designed you to long for the same. Knowing the Heart of God will
satisfy your hardwired need to know him and will take you?day by day?closer
and closer to the God who loves you.
The third in Paul Selig’s popular “I Am the Word” channeled literature
series, this extraordinary psychological-spiritual guide addresses how to
overcome low self-worth and claim our true purpose as individuals. Winner of
the 2014 Nautilus Award represents “Better Books for a Better World”—the
Silver Award in the category of Religion /Spirituality: Other Traditions. In
his third channeled text, Paul Selig—acclaimed author of I Am the Word and
The Book of Love and Creation—brings us his most practical message yet.
Informing us that “you decide what you are worth,” Selig’s spiritual guides
take readers through a program to understand our own inherent worth, and
beat the fears that drain our inborn spiritual knowing.. Selig reveals that
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true understanding of our life’s purpose can be found through “service”—the
practice of the thing that you most love. Readers can discover their own
form of service through this powerful mantra: “I know who I am, I know what
I am, I know how I serve.”
A study of same-sex passion, desire, and intimacy among working-class women
who love women in West Africa.
The author interviews a number of prominent women--including comedian Susie
Essman, writer and director Nora Ephron and TV personality Joy Behar--to
reveal the ways that everyday women can achieve their deserved recognition
and financial worth in today's professional world.
Written in an accessible and humorous style, this book teaches you to know
what's going on in your mind and how to get your feelings under control.
It'll help you adapt and feel better about your place in the world.
Psychologist Gwendoline Smith uses her broad scientific knowledge and
experience to explain in clear and simple language what's happening when you
are feeling overwhelmed, anxious and confused.
Steps to Knowledge: The Book of Inner Knowing Steps to Knowledge is the Book
of Inner Knowing. Its one-year study plan, which is divided into 365
“steps,” or lessons, is designed to enable students to learn to experience
and to apply their Self-Knowledge, or Spiritual Power, in the world. Steps
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to Knowledge sets out to accomplish this task in a step-by-step manner as
students are introduced to the essential ideas and practices which make such
an undertaking possible. Practicing every day provides a solid foundation of
experience and develops the thinking, perception and self-motivation
necessary for both worldly success and spiritual advancement. Steps to
Knowledge describes Knowledge in the following way: “Knowledge represents
your True Self, your True Mind and your True Relationships in the universe.
It also possesses your greater calling in the world and a perfect
utilization of your nature, all of your inherent abilities and skills, even
your limitations, all to be given for good in the world.” (Step 2) Knowledge
is the deeper spiritual mind that the Creator has given to each person. It
is the source of all meaningful action, contribution and relationships. It
is our natural Inner Guidance system. Its reality is mysterious, but its
Presence can be directly experienced. Knowledge is remarkably wise and
effective in guiding each person in finding his or her right relationships,
work and contribution. It is equally effective in preparing one to recognize
the many pitfalls and deceptions that exist along the way. It is the basis
for seeing, knowing, and acting with certainty and strength. It is the
foundation of life. Steps to Knowledge has been provided as a Way for
individuals who feel that a spiritual calling and purpose are emerging in
their lives, but who need a new approach to fully comprehend what this
means. Often these individuals have felt this pull for a long time. Steps
provides a foundation upon which they can begin to respond to this calling.
The only entrance requirement is the determination to know one’s purpose,
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meaning and direction.
For half a century, J. I. Packer's classic has helped Christians around the
world discover the wonder, the glory, and the joy of knowing God. Now
featured in the IVP Signature Collection, this thought-provoking work seeks
to renew and enrich our understanding of God, bringing together knowing
about God and knowing God through a close relationship with Jesus Christ.
Dear Martin meets They Both Die at the End in this gripping, evocative novel
about a Black teen who has the power to see into the future, whose life
turns upside down when he foresees his younger brother’s imminent death,
from the acclaimed author of SLAY. Sixteen-year-old Alex Rufus is trying his
best. He tries to be the best employee he can be at the local ice cream
shop; the best boyfriend he can be to his amazing girlfriend, Talia; the
best protector he can be over his little brother, Isaiah. But as much as
Alex tries, he often comes up short. It’s hard to for him to be present when
every time he touches an object or person, Alex sees into its future. When
he touches a scoop, he has a vision of him using it to scoop ice cream. When
he touches his car, he sees it years from now, totaled and underwater. When
he touches Talia, he sees them at the precipice of breaking up, and that
terrifies him. Alex feels these visions are a curse, distracting him, making
him anxious and unable to live an ordinary life. And when Alex touches a
photo that gives him a vision of his brother’s imminent death, everything
changes. With Alex now in a race against time, death, and circumstances, he
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and Isaiah must grapple with their past, their future, and what it means to
be a young Black man in America in the present.

This journey in photos and essays takes us beyond the boundaries of the
Americas that traditionally define national identity.
God’s friend—that’s what the book of James calls Abraham, the father of the
Israelite nation. Friendships take time, trust, and sacrifice, and in this
insightful study Oswald Chambers examines each step of Abraham’s faithjourney toward intimate friendship with his creator. Chambers shows us how
this great pioneer of faith reacted to God’s call, the claims of companions,
clashing circumstances, and the terrific cost of God’s friendship. Not
Knowing Whither asks Christians today to look each faith challenge in the
eye—to face the unknown—and pursue friendship with God.
Based on more than a decade of research in Palikur lands known as Arukwa in
the state of Amapá, Brazil, Knowing the Day, Knowing the World reconsiders
the dialogue between formal scholarship and Amerindian ways of knowing.
Beginning and ending with a public archaeology project in the region, the
book engages head-on with Amerindian ways of thinking about space, time, and
personhood. Demonstrating that Palikur knowledges are based on movement and
a careful theorization of what it means to be present in a place, the book
makes a sustained case for engaging with different ways of knowing. It shows
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how this kind of research can generate rich dialogues about nature, reality,
and the ethical production of knowledge. The structure of the book reflects
a gradual comprehension of Palikur ways of knowing during the course of
field research. The text enters into the ethnographic material from the
perspective of familiar disciplines—history, geography, astronomy, geometry,
and philosophy—and explores the junctures in which conventional disciplinary
frameworks cannot adequately convey Palikur understandings. Beginning with
reflections on questions of personhood, ethics, and ethnicity, the authors
rethink assumptions about history and geography. They learn and recount an
alternative way of thinking about astronomy from the Palikur astronomical
narratives, and they show how topological concepts embedded in everyday
Palikur speech extend to different ways of conceptualizing landscape. In
conclusion, they reflect on the challenges of comprehending alternative
cosmologies and consider the insights that come from allowing ethnographic
material to pose questions of modernist frameworks.
Why does so much of our society look as it did in the past? Our schools,our
government, our religious organizations, our media - while more complex,
have maintained their general structure and shape. Classroomstructure today,
with the exception of a computer or an LCD projector, looks remarkably
unchanged: teacher at the front, students i n rows. Our business processes
are still built on theories and viewpoints that existed over a century ago
(with periodic amendments from thinkers like Drucker 2). In essence, we have
transferred (not transformed) our physical identity to online spaces and
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structures.
This is a discussion of the historical development of science, technology
and medicine in Western Europe and North America from the Renaissance to the
present. By linking its development to the wider context of human society,
the constant changing process of human perception, comprehension and
manipulation of the world is revealed. Four principal ways of knowing are
identified within particular periods: natural history in the 18th century;
analysis following the French Revolution; experiment in the epoch of
modernism; and the current presence of technoscience. John Pickstone
balances the historical exposition of natural magic and natural theology
with a philosophical interpretation of the Scientific Revolution and
reflective comments on Foucault and Collingwood.
A penetrating look into the inner logic of al-Qa'ida and like-minded
extremist groups by which they justify September 11 and other terrorist
attacks includes specific ideologies of jihadism, a new movement that allows
members to call for the destruction of democracy and to murder innocent men,
women, and children.
"The Book of Knowing the Manifestations of Ra Again is an introduction to
one of the world's greatest spiritual processes, AmenRa enlightenment and
its accompanying spiritual energy management system, A Ra (pronounced Aw
Ra). From out of ancient Kamit, A Ra, meaning to become one with life!
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health! strength!, became the basis for so many of the body and spirit
management systems the world has known."--Back cover.
A rugby player with a scandalous past gives up his vow of celibacy to help a
virgin overcome her fear of intimacy… Book one of the London Legends
Professional rugby player Spencer Bailey is fully focused on his game during
rugby season. With his last chance at being selected for the upcoming World
Cup, he can’t afford the kind of tabloid scandal that nearly derailed his
career eleven years ago. But rugby season hasn't started yet, and Spencer’s
looking for an easy-breezy hook-up with a woman who knows the relationship
will end when the season begins. Caitlyn Sweeny, the curvy American with the
temporary visa, may be the perfect temporary lover. Caitlyn works for a
humanitarian organization and has helped people survive some of the world's
worst disasters. She’s ready to tackle any crisis—except her disastrous love
life. Her deep fear of intimacy forbids anyone from getting too close. But
Spencer’s hot body and compassionate nature ignite an unexpected fire in
Caitlyn. She’s only in London for a short while. Can she learn to let loose,
without losing her heart? Caitlyn and Spencer are falling for each other
fast, but their relationship has an expiration date. When past secrets
surface, the old rules of the game no longer apply. When it comes to love,
neither one knows the score. Are they ready to tackle the new challenges
together? Please note: This book was originally published in 2013 but has
been re-published with no changes to the story. “I love Kat Latham’s London
Legends series—the rugby players are hot, the emotion is hard-hitting and
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the sex is sizzling!” —Molly O’Keefe, RITA award-winning and bestselling
author
In refreshing challenge to the common presumption that knowing involves
amassing information, this book offers an eight-step approach that begins
with love and pledge and ends with communion and shalom. Everyday adventures
of knowing turn on a moment of insight that transforms and connects knower
and known. No matter the field--science or art, business or theology,
counseling or athletics--this little manual offers a how-to for knowing
ventures. It offers concrete guidance to individuals or teams, students or
professionals, along with plenty of exercises to spark the process of
discovery, design, artistry, or mission.
A leading psychoanalyst challenges the world of science and rational
thinking as she explores the mysteries of intuition, mind and matter, and
reality as she offers credible research into everything from cutting-edge
neuroscience to suppressed military research and a Princeton lab
experimenting with remote perception. Reprint. 22,500 first printing.
The lives of four people in Graham, Oklahoma, change forever as a Category 5
tornado approaches.
A martial artist and author of Zen Body-Being explains how to master selfawareness through the practice of becoming comfortable with not knowing and
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breaking free from old habits, cherished presumptions, and a stubbornly
solid sense of self. Original.
The second part of a three-part series of Light, The Light: A Book of
Knowing takes readers even further along the path to enlightenment on the
continuing journey of Light featuring teachings by His Holiness the Dalai
Lama, Dada Vaswani, Bruce Lipton, Anita Moorjani, Jeff Foster, Deva Premal
and Miten, and more
This inspiring story will leave you with a sober appreciation for the gift
this life actually is along with the confidence that when we take that last
breath, life is not over. After a tragic accident took the lives of his wife
and youngest son, as well as destroying his body to the brink of death,
Olsen experienced a miracle. His out-of-body, near-death, and after-death
communication experiences have guided him to a life of purpose and
gratitude.
The eighteenth century has long been associated with realism and objective
description, modes of representation that deemphasize writing. But in the
middle decades of the century, Christina Lupton observes, authors described
with surprising candor the material and economic facets of their own texts'
production. In Knowing Books Lupton examines a variety of eighteenth-century
sources, including sermons, graffiti, philosophical texts, and magazines,
which illustrate the range and character of mid-century experiments with
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words announcing their status as physical objects. Books that "know" their
own presence on the page and in the reader's hand become, in Lupton's
account, tantalizing objects whose entertainment value competes with that of
realist narrative. Knowing Books introduces these mid-eighteenth-century
works as part of a long history of self-conscious texts being greeted as
fashionable objects. Poststructuralist and Marxist approaches to literature
celebrate the consciousness of writing and economic production as belonging
to revolutionary understandings of the world, but authors of the period
under Lupton's gaze expose the facts of mediation without being
revolutionary. On the contrary, their explication of economic and material
processes shores up their claim to material autonomy and economic success.
Lupton uses media theory and close reading to suggest the desire of
eighteenth-century readers to attribute sentience to technologies and
objects that entertain them. Rather than a historical study of print
technology, Knowing Books offers a humanist interpretation of the will to
cede agency to media. This horizon of theoretical engagement makes Knowing
Books at once an account of the least studied decades of the eighteenth
century and a work of relevance for those interested in new attitudes toward
media in the twenty-first.
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